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Includes 102 Baby Bears™ in 6 colors
The Baby Bear™ Balance Set includes the LER 1521 Primary Bucket Balance and 102 Baby Bears™ from our Three Bear Family® line. This combination is perfect for learning very basic and early measurement skills.

The balance can be used to measure solids and liquids. Each bucket can hold up to 400ml of liquid. Use the lids with the buckets to help prevent spillage when used with liquids or as a platform. If using the lids as a platform, be sure to place the items in the center of the lid to prevent them from falling off.

The Baby Bears™ each weigh 4g and come in six different colors. The bears can be used for sorting, sequencing, and counting as well as activities using the balance.
**COMPARE BEARS**
Begin by placing one bear into a bucket on one side of the balance. Ask students what they think will make the balance level? Repeat with using two or more bears until students understand the concept of 1:1 ratio to make the balance level.

**GUESSING BEARS**
Begin by placing a specific number of bears into a bucket on one side of the balance. Ask students how many bears it will take to make the buckets balance? Then have students count aloud as they add bears to the balance. How many bears did it take to balance? Who came up with the closest guess?